
The covid vaccine: What’s in it for me?
(And what’s in it for them?) 

DOES IT EVEN HELP ANYONE IF I RISK IT?

There’s very little danger to young people from

covid. Same with long covid - if you get it, almost

certainly you’ll soon recover. Young adults and

children are far more likely to die from suicide,

drowning or car accidents.

We now have evidence from all over the world that

the vaccine has lots of dangers, especially for young

people. It can give you myocarditis (heart disease),

blood clots and brain damage, herpes, bleeding,

weakness, erectile dysfunction and pain.  Many of

these conditions may never go away: imagine living

your life like that - you still won’t be going to any

nightclub or hanging out with friends!  It’s

important to be aware that there are no published studies that rule out

possible long-term effects on either male or female fertility, which is an

important consideration if you wish to have children in the future.

And if you’ve already had covid (it’s often so mild you’d not even notice

it) then you are already immune and don’t need any vaccine.

Not convinced? You can look it up for yourself here:

www.childrensunion.org

or here  

www.WhyNoJab.com



There are loads of scientists, doctors and professors who say that children should not get

covid vaccination.  These include John Ioannidis, Denis Rancourt, Sunetra Gupta, Peter

McCullough, Carl Heneghan, David Livermore, Tess Lawrie, Charles Hoffe, Ros Jones,

Byram W.Bridle. There are hundreds and hundreds more. Where are they on the BBC? 

Science means different opinions, argument and debate. If you’re not seeing different

opinions, you’re getting propaganda, not science. 

So why are they doing this? 

Follow the £ (billions) and the Euro, Dollar, Yen and Yuan.  The more they inject people, the

more children they inject, the more money big business makes.  Anyone can see there’s

something dodgy about this hard sell.  

And what exactly are they putting into your arm? You don’t know?  Covid vaccines

involve nano-technology and genetic material. They are COMPLETELY different to all

previous vaccinations.  You should have been told about that. Otherwise how do you make an

informed decision?

 

It’s your body. It’s your choice.  Always has been. Always should be.
If you really want to do your duty, and do the right thing for other people, as well as yourself

– then eat healthy food, build up your fitness, get out into the fresh air, and trust your natural

immunity. Strong natural immunity is far more powerful than any artificial immunity gained

via vaccination.  

Vaccine immunity has only been shown to reduce the severity of  illness but does not

prevent you becoming infected or transmitting the virus to others – so this jab cannot “protect

your granny”.  Instead, natural immunity protects you where you need it most, in your

airways and lungs, not just in your bloodstream. This prevents further infections and

transmission and your body should quickly overcome any future variant that comes along. 

Now that’s really protecting your granny. 

Useful links to organisations that provide fully referenced information:

www.HARTgroup.org      www.Covid19Assembly.org    www.independentviewpoints.net/

Pete Parada, Drummer for The Offspring:

“I do not find it ethical or wise to allow those with the most power [government, teachers,

employers] to dictate medical procedures to those with the least power [low-paid employees,

students and children].”

Covid vaccination? 

No thanks, not for me.
#JustSayNo


